is desirable 'in many k.J high-frequency and switching applications of transistors. A single transient response measurement can, in principle, yield frequency response information over a range of frequencies of width determined by the short-time resolution of the transient response measurement and the duration of the measurement. Further, measurement of the response to a unit step or unit impulse (delta function) of voltage or current applied at the input of the device allows its response to any other driving curve-shape to be calculated. ' Calculation of transistor transient response is complicated by the fact that a transistor is a distributed active element requiring an infinite number of passive elements (resistances and capacitances) and a finite number of current and/or voltage generators for its complete description by means of an equivalent circuit. Even transistor equivalent circuits having a finite number of elements can be excessively complicated.' The situation is further complicated because transistors are bilateral instead of unilateral elements; hence, changes in the output circuit are reflected in the input and vice versa.
The present work was undertaken to investigate the utility and practicality of calculating transistor transient response by bypassing both the equivalent-circuit transistor representation with an infinite number of elements or an approximate form of it with a finite number of elements. Transient response is calculated by dealing directly with the meromorphic functions arising from the solution of the small-signal linearized differential equations pertaining to transistor operation.3 Moll has treated the large-signal transient response of junction transistors by approximate methods of accuracy sufficient for many purposes.4 In addition, he has calculated the small-signal transient response by making use of the usual approximate expression for the short-circuit current transfer ratio CY. IRE, vol. 42, pp. 1773 IRE, vol. 42, pp. -1784 December, 1954. frequency response and material constants by means of transient response measurements.
In his work, Moll has taken transistor emitter efficiency, y, as unity and neglected its frequency response. Although this approximation is not necessary, it is usually a good one and simplifies the analysis greatly. Therefore, it will be made here as well. Then, the current transfer ratio (Y may be written for a p-n-p junction transistor as
where W is the base width, Q the lifetime of holes in the base, L, = (DP~b)1',2 is the base diffusion length, and D, is the 'hole diffusion constant in the base. The quantity p is the complex frequency variable u + iw, where g is a constant. When the argument of the hyperbolic function is small compared to unity, a(p) becomes, to first order
This approximation yields' w, = 2D,/W2 + 7;' for the a-cutoff frequency; better approximations for this quantity have been discussed by Rittner' and Pritchard.6V7 Eq. (1') was used by Moll in his small-signal transient response analysis.
TRANSIENT RESPONSE CALCULATION
For simplicity's sake and because it is sufficient to illustrate the method, we shall consider only grounded base operation of a junction transistor. Taking y = 1 and assuming with Moll that (rc' + w,C,)(r, + R,) << 1, the current transfer ratio h,, reduces to its short-circuit value -LY, with LY given by (1). If w, is replaced by w in the above inequality, it becomes obvious that it cannot hold at arbitrarily high frequencies. Hence, taking h,, as -(Y for all frequencies is equivalent to neglecting the effect of the collector capacitance C, at the very high frequencies, say w, (assumed much higher than w,), where it becomes important. Such neglect causes the transient response to be in error in the region of very short times comparable to or less than w,'. Again, although it would be possible to take such quantities as rb and C, into account explicitly, the analysis would be considerably complicated without 6 E. S Rittner, "Extension of the theory of the junction transistor," Phys. Rev., vol. 94, pp. 1161 Rev., vol. 94, pp. -1171 June 1, 1954. 6 R. L. Pritchard, "Frequency variations of current-amplification factor for junction transistors," November, 1952.
PROC. IRE, vol. 40, pp. 1476 IRE, vol. 40, pp. -1481  7 R. L. Pritchard, "Frequency variations of junction-transistor parameters," PROC. IRE, vol. 42, pp. 786-799; May, 1954. D 55 an important gain in accuracy in the most significant transient response region defined by (5w,)-' < t < (0.3mE)-l. Here, therefore, we shall only be concerned with response of a system governed by LY alone. Using Pritchard's more exact results for h,,, mgre accurate transient response calculations may be carried out when required.
If the transient response of a system to a unit impulse or a unit step applied at its input is known, its response to any other input can be calculated.* Although either of these responses is sufficient for the above purpose, they emphasize different regions of the time scale differently, and it is therefore worthwhile to calculate them both. We require the change in output current, B(t), from the transistor produced by a unit impulse (unity charge) of current applied at t = 0, or the change in current, A(t), arising from a unit step of current applied at the input at t = 0. As is well known, B(t) and A(t) are given by the inverse Laplace' transforms of -a(p) and -a(p)/p, respectively. For convenience sake, we shall suppress the minus sign.
To yield a basis for comparison, we wish to obtain A(t) and B(t) for both the exact a(p) of (1) and the approximate form (I'). The results for the latter are readily found from tables' to be B,(t) = (2DD/Wz)e-(zw/*La)27e-sr/r=,
A,(t)
where we have introduced the new time variable T = D,(?r/2W)'t for later convenience. It will be noted that the ratio of the two exponential time constants in the above equations is W2/2Lt, which will be considerably less than unity for a good transistor. For many practical purposes, the first exponential term may therefore be set equal to unity.
Calculation of B(t) and A(t) from the exact expression for a(p) is somewhat more complicated but follows the usual treatment of a meromorphic function.g The function, either a(p) or p-la(p), is first written as an infinite product in terms of the roots of its denominatpr. Then, the infinite product is rewritten in terms of an infinite series of partial fractions involving these roots. The inverse Laplace transform of each of these fractions is easily carried out, yielding the final result as an infinite series of exponentials. For the present case, we find B,(t) = (nDp/WP)e--(2W'rL')'r 2 (-1)"(2n + l)e-(*"+l)'r, 0 These results may also be expressed in terms of Jacobian theta functi'onsl' and evaluated from tables when available. Since the series are very rapidly convergent even for 7 = 0.1, it is easiest to sum them directly, however.
Before comparing (2), (4), (3), and (5) 
The first term, arising from recombination, will usually be negligible in a high-a, transistor. The above calculation of w, by taking it as the smallest exponential decay constant appearing in the transient response is not exactly equivalent to the usual definition of this quan_tity determined from the relation so/I a&,) [ = 2/2. The difference arises from the fact that the transient response actually involves an infinite number of time constants. This is our reason for denoting the above cut-off frequency as the "zero-order" value. It depends on a0 implicitly through the relation a0 = sech (W/L,). Using this relation, the zero-order (Y cutoff radial frequency may be written co: = [(r/2)' + (sech-' ao)'](Dp/W").
In this form, its dependence on 01~ is evident. For convenience, the magnitude of the term in square brackets is presented, for three values of (Ye, in the third column of Table I . These results may be compared with the similar dependence of the conventional a! cutoff frequency dn a0 (or PO) given by Pritchard.? Fig. 1 is a log-log comparison of the exact and approximate transient response for the limiting case a0 = 1. The approximate curves are those dotted. The impulse response curves are normalized as shown. It will be noted that the deviations between the exact and approximate curves are largest for small values of T. Figs. 2 and 3 In this section we assume a system of the form shown in Fig. 5 . Then in line with the previous discussion, we interpret (105) as an integral equation for $(x). It is assumed here that fP(t; 0) is the known function. In practice it is very easily measured. We now proceed to find the exact solution of (105) (24). (110) But from (104) we have
and thus \ Q'(t -x; x) = (ye-a*.&ye-2a(t--o).
Substituting (112) in (109) (115) it is easily seen that (113) This equation is readily solved by the Laplace transform method. We define a function g*(t) such that
It is then easy to show that the solution of (116) 
(W For many purposes, exact fitting of the experimental and theoretical curves is unnecessary. Table I presents If the strength of the input impulse can be established, the peak height of the output pulse will yield W2/D,. The value obtained in this way may be compared to that found from the time at which the pulse reaches its ,maximum to give both a check and a possible determination of a!,, if this quantity is unknown.
Column 2 of Table I shows The quantity 71 is therefore the normalized time at which the step response reaches half of its final value. Since the half height position is readily -measured and is independent of input amplitudes, the corresponding time t, may be used to calculate D,/W" from the relation D,/W2 = (2/a)"(r&). When W'/D, is known, the conventional (Y cut-off radial frequency ('2.4340,/W' for a0 = 1) may be immediately calculated.
Finally, for the convenience of those who wish to plot the entire A(T) or B(7) curves for comparison with experiment, we present in Table II the quantities A,(r) and (W2/?rD,)B,(7) in the 7 range of interest. 
